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Guidance Note

Bus & Coach Drivers: Manual Handling of luggage & other items
This guidance note provides practical advice to employers about controlling risks from handling
luggage and other items into and out of bus cargo bins.

INSPEC

Background
Bus and coach drivers are required to load passengers’ luggage and other items into and out of
cargo bin areas located beneath the floor of passenger coaches. Often these items are large,
bulky or awkward in nature, necessitating the use of force to lift, push and pull them into and out
of the bins. The design of cargo bins also means drivers often need to adopt awkward postures
when accessing the interior of the bin.

In Victoria over the last 7 years, around 40% of injury claims in long distance bus transport
related to manual handling of luggage into and out of cargo bins. In reality, the number of injuries
is likely to be considerably higher.

Main risks
The most common causes of injury from handling luggage and other items include:
 Adopting awkward postures while accessing cargo bins with poorly designed doors, limited

space and/or low ceiling height
 Hitting the head or other parts of the body on edges or protrusions on doors, beams, support

structures, etc.
 Injuries to knees and limbs from working on uneven floor surfaces
 Using high force when handling luggage and other items that do not have any indication of

weight
 No system to restrict the weight of items, and facilitate the location of items according to size

and weight within cargo bins

Employers must provide a safe work environment for workers by implementing controls that
eliminate, or reduce so far as is reasonably practicable, the risks associated with handling of
luggage and other items. This may involve looking at the design of buses and coaches, and
manufacturing them to address these issues, or it may involve developing a system of work to
address the identified risks, and implementing the controls outlined in this guidance note.

Training should only be used to ensure that drivers are aware of the system of work and the
measures implemented to control the various risks; it must not be used as a control measure in
its own right.

How to use the table
The table identifies the main hazards and risks associated with handling luggage and other items.
It provides a list of possible controls, with preferred controls – such as design – listed first,
followed by controls that are considered less effective in reducing the risks.



Hazards, Risks
and Controls

• This table provides a range of possible hazards, risks and controls that could be practicably

implemented in existing buses/coaches. The controls are listed in order of the hierarchy of control,

ie. higher-order controls (preferred) are listed first, followed by lower-order control options.

Cargo bin design

Hazard Risks Controls

• Bin doors • Adopting awkward

postures to gain access

to bin, eg. twisting,

bending, leaning and

stretching

• Hitting edge / corner

of door

• Adopting awkward

postures to avoid hitting

head or body

• Straining or over-

reaching to pull door

closed from raised

position

• Floor surfaces • Injury to knees and limbs

from working on ridged

floor surface

• Adopting awkward

postures to avoid injury

to knees

• Surface prevents easy

sliding of luggage

• Obstructions /

protrusions

• Hitting head or other

parts of body on door

support struts or fixing

points, beams, internal

supports, cables, etc.

• Adopting awkward

postures to avoid hitting

head or body

Luggage size and weight

Hazard Risks

• Handling luggage • Unspecified weight;

lack of weight labelling/

identification

• Handling large, bulky or

awkward items







• Pantograph doors that enable door

to be opened upwards clear of bin

door opening

• Increase door opening by adjusting

angle of struts

• Ensure struts are well-maintained to

prevent slipping of doors below

established height

• Use well-designed push/grab stick

(luggage hook) to facilitate sliding of



items

• Affix strap/s to door to assist in

closing door

• Install floor overlay (eg. plywood,
vinyl) to provide level, smooth

surface

• Use well-designed push/grab stick

(luggage hook) to facilitate sliding of

items

• Provide knee pads as short-term



control measure

• Clearly mark obstructions/
protrusions using high-visibility paint

• Cover sharp edges/protrusions with

rubber or other suitable impact-

absorbing material

• Ensure lighting levels are adequate

for the task and environment

Controls
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• Fit cargo slides, walking floors or

other appropriate mechanical device

that presents items closer to the

body
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Hazard Risks Controls

• Handling luggage

(continued)

• Awkward postures

adopted to move items

into/out of cargo bins



• Use a portable roller conveyor to

present items closer to the body

• Implement a system to restrict

weight of items (inform customers of

weight limits and requirements)

• Use scales to establish weight of

items at vehicle loading point

• Separate overweight items, eg. by

redistributing contents

• Identify/label overweight items

• Implement a system to enable items

to be located according to size and

weight (eg. large, heavy items

located on floor at front of bin)

• Use well-designed push/grab stick

(luggage hook) to facilitate sliding of

luggage

NOTE: The above items may form part of

a system of work, or be implemented

individually (as appropriate) to address

risks depending on type and number of

items to be handled, and bus design or

configuration.

Pur

Purchasing
new vehicles

• The list below identifies a range of issues that should be considered as part of the commissioning

process prior to purchasing new vehicles

• Pantograph doors that enable door to be opened upwards clear of bin door opening reduce the need to adopt awkward

postures, and reduce the risk of hitting protrusions on doors

• Vehicles with ‘high floor’ configurations enable increased bin ceiling heights, and higher door openings, which reduce the

need to adopt awkward postures within cargo bin areas and the risk of hitting doors

• Bin doors that fold back against the vehicle body can reduce the risks from adopting awkward postures and hitting

protruding doors

• Ensure flooring surfaces are designed to reduce the risk of injury to knees and limbs, or the need to adopt awkward

postures, and that they facilitate ease of movement of items within the cargo bins

• Obstructions/ protrusions should be identified using high-visibility paint

• Sharp edges/protrusions should be covered with rubber or other suitable impact-absorbing material

• Lighting within cargo bins must be adequate for the task and environment
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